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What is ThreadPrint and the FabriScan?

ThreadPrint is a custom fabric-making platform with a twist – all patterns are made with colors you scan with our 
exclusive device, the FabriScan. 

You place the FabriScan on top of whatever item you wish to have the color for and hit the Scan button. The FabriScan 
uses laser technology to obtain the color information with three beams. A preview will appear on the screen and if you wish 
to keep scanning different colors, you can. Otherwise, you hit the Code button to receive your one-of-a-kind code that you 
enter into our website after you are complete.

Why would you be interested in ThreadPrint?
ThreadPrint gives you the opportunity to create any kind of fabric you wish. Have a couch that has a unique color that you 
can’t find a matching pillow for anywhere? Rent a FabriScanner and design your own fabric for a matching pillow. Your 
favorite grandkid made a beautiful painting with mixed colors? Bring it into our store and we’ll help scan it for you and 
make a custom fabric for you right there so you can make a teddy bear. 

If that’s not enough to convince you, how about this – the FabriScanner is absolutely free to rent. We want you to be able to 
have the opportunity to create any fabric you want with the colors you want, limitlessly. Check us out today!
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Storyboard: User #1
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Storyboard: User #2
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Journey Map (Based on Storyboard #1): FabriScanner Screen
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Journey Map (Based on Storyboard #1): Website
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Initial Wireframing By Hand
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Digital (Axure) Wireframing
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Skinned Wireframes
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Testing Data
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“I enjoy the user interface – it’s extremely 
easy to understand and intuitive. I’d be 
able to navigate the entire site by myself 
without any assistance or confusion.”

“For the user profile page, can you make 
the grey area static so when you start 
scrolling through the “Patterns you’ve 
designed,” “Patterns You Like,” and 
“Personal Projects,” only that area moves.”

Dylon

“The areas that have the suggestions 
feels like Amazon, which is really nice. 
Using something I already know from 
somewhere else helps.”

“This is really cool! I can’t believe this 
doesn’t exist right now. I know www.
spoonflower.com exists, which is similar, 
but I like how the interface is different but 
not too much.”

“The descriptions of how the FabriScan 
works is effective but I wish there was 
more details so I’m really understanding 
it”

Zoe

“I agree with Dylon’s response... Some 
static areas would be appreciated and 
simpler!”

“I love that you pursued this. This is 
incredible! I’m not sure I get the color 
choices, but they do work well.”

“I wish I had an example of the “Wishlist” 
and “Liked” pages so I can get a feel for 
how the actual layout is.”

Stephanie

“I know of spoonflower.com and I like how 
you strongly referenced it but have big 
differences. The homepage could be a 
little better... Like, I have no idea what that 
thing is...”
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Flow Diagram of Website
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Flow Diagram of FabriScanner Screen
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Sketches of The FabriScanner
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